CIO-SP4 Emphasizes Reduced Administrative Burden, Emerging Tech

The final RFP for the $40 billion contract is due out early January.
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The National Institutes of Health Information Technology Acquisition and Assessment Center (NITAAC) is getting ready to release its CIO-SP4 final request for proposal next month after shifting its in-person plans for industry feedback sessions this year during the pandemic. NIH Office of Logistics and Acquisition Operations Associate Director Brian Goodger, who is also NITAAC's acting director, broke down what we can expect in the upcoming release.

After the draft RFP's release earlier this year, NITAAC collected feedback throughout the rest of the year through a series of virtual feedback sessions and had aimed to
release the final RFP by now. Goodger said he is currently awaiting key sign-offs and expects to release it between Jan. 11 and 15.

Features of CIO-SP4’s Final RFP

The final RFP for $40 billion government-wide acquisition contract (GWAC) will focus on enabling emerging technologies in IT — such as blockchain, cybersecurity technologies, Agile and "software as a service" — as well as reducing administrative burden on the competitive process behind the GWAC.

“We’ve reduced the number of pages that technical proposals are required to have, as well as the business proposal,” Goodger said. “We set up a unique self-scoring sheet, kind of a streamlined source selection process that we think will be easy on industry and will reduce timelines, and then finally — and probably most importantly — is the push to have one solicitation and one contract, which will reduce everyone’s administrative burden and increase competition and allow for more of a seat at the table for small businesses.”

These features join some of the initial elements NITAAC wanted to build on from CIO-SP3. CIO-SP4’s contract ceiling, for instance, will increase from $20 billion to $40 billion, and NITAAC will double the length of its fee receipt collection timeline. The performance period in CIO-SP4 will also halve from 10 to five years, further emphasizing that reduced administrative burden, Goodger said.

“It’s not a 10-year guarantee — it’s a five-year guarantee — and the reason for that is the ramp-on is too much of a burden on industry. It was too much a burden on government,” Goodger said. “While we reserve the right to do the ramp-on again, five years after award, it’s probably unlikely that we will.”

What NITAAC will do, Goodger said, is allow existing NITAAC contractors at the five-year mark to add to their task areas and also off-ramp companies who aren't performing well.

Ramping-off contractors, on top of the reduced administrative lift, enables greater competition among contractors, Goodger said, adding that these features all aim to help their customers, the federal IT community.
“NITAAC is there to serve an IT customer,” he said. “Those IT customers are across government program directors, division directors, program analysts, anybody who has an IT hat, so they have IT dollars and IT needs to get them on contract to fulfill their mission of their agency or department. We want them to look at NITAAC as a friendly place, as an organization that can help them move the ball across the finish line and in doing so, the most important thing for us to do is obviously get a good breadth of companies, small and large, but also get some companies that understand the value of customer service.”

CIO-SP4 in 2021 and 2022

Despite the slight delay in the final RFP release, CIO-SP4’s timeline overall is still on track. Since the RFP will roll out a couple of weeks later than expected, questions and comments will not be due until Feb. 1, and NITAAC will extend the proposal due date to March 15, Goodger said.

Once proposals are submitted, NITAAC will review them and form technical evaluations through the spring and summer. By early fall 2021, NITAAC will do a source selection award process, in which Goodger said he anticipates also reviewing the bulk of any potential protests for the contract.

This process in 2021 will lead the final CIO-SP4 award issuance deadline of Jan. 31, 2022 — a month later than initially proposed — and a period between February and April 2022 to review any final protests.

In spring of 2022, CIO-SP3 will also come to a close, marking the full transition to the new GWAC. As the proposal process begins this coming year, Goodger emphasized that he wants to engage more agencies and companies in the new contract to push technological transformation, Agile methodologies and competition among the contractor community to improve government IT.
Standard